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CoDA UK – NSC Meeting 
8th August 2020 

10.30-2.30pm  
On Zoom  

 
Present: 
Bryony  GSR Monday Night Manchester, North Region Comms 

Secretary, Website meeting list coordinator. 
Kate F   GSR Beckenham 
Kate   GSR Islington, Website Committee   
Bruno   NSC Treasurer (acting LSER Treasurer) & GSR Chiswick 
Jude   GSR Hatfield 
Tony   NSC Chair and CoDA North Rep. Fallowfield Thur Eve 
Pete   GSR Bournemouth & Poole & Website Committee 
Philip   GSR Penmaenmawr 
Gillian   GSR Stockton Heath / Noddfa Retreat. NSC Literature  
Alison   NSC Secretary, NSC PLI Insurance Rep. 
Andy B  LSER Chairman Secretary Canterbury 
Dipak   GSR Watford NSC Communications Secretary 
Annie   GSR Nethergong LSER Comms secretary 
Guy   NSC GDPR / Guildford Men’s 
Shaf   GSR. Coventry 
Sanjay   GSR Clapham 
Emma W GSR Brighton Monday Lunchtime GSR for the LSER Committee 

member for the Saturday eve speaker series. 
Dani   Friday Chiswick 
 
Apologies – Hilary NSC Sponsorship Workshop Rep home group Kingston 
 
1.Welcome The meeting started with a moments silence, the Preamble, 12 steps, 12 
traditions, 12 service concepts and an explanation of the 30 second time out rule and 
a reading of the guidelines for sharing.  
 
2. Feelings check in with some fellows providing details of their home groups.  
 
Stockton Heath women’s only meeting 10 regular members. Healthy WhatsApp group. No 
F2F currently on zoom currently. In conjunction with Penmaenmawr have developed a joint 
step meeting based on the 1-2-3 document with currently 10 members. September 
NODDFA retreat will not be happening this year. 
 
Watford 15 – 20 members a strong group.  
 
Manchester Monday City Centre Meeting currently meeting on Zoom although due to the 
lock down the venue has closed so will deal with that when F@F resumes. 
 
Canterbury and East Kent only on line 
 
East Kent Nethergong on line meeting, groups doing really well with lots of newcomers and 
visitors.  
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Islington women’s online also and very busy, doing well financially. 
 
Chiswick meeting currently on line although the venue has been in contact to discuss how 
F2F meetings could resume, the meeting is currently reluctant to resume due to the 
measures in place but are having a group conscience this week to discuss. The venue has 
asked the CoDA materials are removed due to concerns over contamination. Meeting still 
on line. 
 
Hatfield now on line, numbers increasing due to newcomers. Financially strong and thriving 
although lacking people to do service. 
 
Monday lunchtime  Brighton have been on line but are going F2F from this week, the venue 
has offered 2 rooms so they have 8 people in each room, there is some confusion in the 
community as to whether they are two separate meetings or can be considered one 
meeting the GSR has been asked to raise this query at the NSC?   
 
Guildford meeting went F2F this morning, and had to do a 7-page risk assessment for the 
church, with lots of sanitising, having your own sharing materials and wearing masks. 
Guildford finances are strong.  
 
Clapham financially strong more than 3 months reserve. 25-40 members. Currently online 
but they have been told by the venue that they plan to open soon so awaiting details of 
that. 
 
Friday Chiswick observing the meeting only  
 
Coventry still online, in discussions as to how F2F meetings can start.  
 
Beckenham didn’t believe the lock down would last so long so shut down the meeting and 
have been redirecting people elsewhere, they have a prudent reserve and plenty of 
literature bought before lockdown, in a building they currently cannot access. Grateful for 
benefits Zoom has brought the fellowship. 
 
Bournemouth fully online with lots of visitors and newcomers. Offering free postage on 
literature so have sold a lot and getting lots of good feedback on sponsorship workshops. 
Waiting for feedback from the venue as the usual room would be very difficult to socially 
distance in. Plan to keep an online presence for the medium term even when F2F resumes.  
 
Penmaenmawr praised the groups initiative on 30 questions and expressed gratitude for 
the PI committee. 
Fallowfield meeting on zoom until this week, back to F2F in Didsbury at Nazarene College 
who have a very large space they are renting to 12 step groups for the month of August.  
 
3.Voting entity established of the fellows present (18) 16 can vote. Sanjay offered to be 
spiritual timekeeper. 
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4. Signing off the minutes from the last meeting. Bryony asked to be removed from the 
section on PI.  
 
1.Tony proposed signing off the revised minutes from the 2/5/20. Alison seconded.  
 
Against – 0 
Abstain – 1 
For -15 
 
5.CoDA Intergroup North and LSER 
 
Bryony reported that the Northern region was meeting quarterly on Zoom and that the 
dates of the next 4 meetings were published on the website. The view was the Northern 
region meetings would probably continue online due to the large geographical area of the 
meetings concerned. There was money in the kitty which may be used for a donation to 
National or a Step workshop. There was currently no Treasurer and limited service positions 
filled.  
 
Emma W LSER has been rejuvenated due to Zoom. Andy B is the Chairman, Annie Comms 
Officer. A Literature Secretary is needed plus a Treasurer and a GDPR officer, next meeting is 
on the 3rd October. How great it has been to see the number of newcomers and the 
recovery. Andy B said the agenda for October is to be finalised, and need to pick up the LSER 
funds once they have a treasurer. He queried if the sponsorship committee was an offshoot 
of the NSC or the LSER. Tony confirmed it was the NSC. Annie thanked Dipak for his support 
and provided a list of GSR’s, she plans to send them information from LSER and the NSC, she 
wanted to understand the mechanism for updating the GSR list ( new and those stepping 
down ) and where that info comes from ? Tony suggested running the question into the 
next agenda item on communications? Bryony raised GDPR issues around mailing lists 
which could come up in Guys section. Bruno raised the subject about creating CoDA UK 
domain email addresses which could alleviate the GDPR issue and the need to keep lists 
updated because the email address would transfer with the service position.  
 
6.Communications update.  

• Update on meetings expressed thanks to Kate, Kate F , Pete and Bryony for taking 
on the website and their service in updating the meeting details on the new website, 
liaising with all the UK meetings in addition moving meetings back to F2F. He now 
has no input on updating meetings. CoDA NSC email accounts prior to June there 
was a lot of email traffic due to queries around Covid but that has now reduced, 
although that may increase with queries around moving to F2F. Dipak thanked Alison 
for her help in dealing with the enquiries inbox which he has now taken back.  

• Revival of the LSER in Dec 2019 Dipak offered to help Hilary and Christine to set up a 
meeting in London in February, thanks to that the LSER has revived and what a 
success story that has been. LSER is 58 meetings which is the bulk of CoDA UK, and 
there is a lot of experience strength and hope to share. Dipak wanted to offer his 
thanks to Hilary and Christine for their service.   

• CoDA UK Speaker series - needs its title changing because it’s not affiliated with 
CoDA UK. It started on Saturday 1st August where an individual who has worked the 
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steps or is half way through can share their experience, strength and hope for 45 
minutes. There are 25-27 participants and the organisers are looking for a speaker 
for 29th August at 7pm, if anyone is interested can they inbox Dipak. 

• GSR communication lists, updating is a little haphazard, some people let you know 
they are stepping down sometimes you have to work it out by a process of 
elimination when the new service position holder provides their details? There isn’t 
a system although Dipak would be happy to look at one although we need to be 
mindful that this is a bottom up fellowship? Bruno raised the subject of meeting 
email addresses but Dipak was reminded of Tradition 4 and that groups may not 
wish to comply with that, every group is autonomous. He raised the subject of the 
NSC mailing list, what are the individuals signing up for, could they be used for 
example to promote the speaker series from a GDPR perspective, he is prepared to 
craft out his ideas around that?  

 
Tony said ideally, we need a GSR for each meeting and if they step down that they 
communicate that. The healthiest situation would be to have another contact for each 
meeting as well as the GSR. Annie said she would like to email all the GSR’s in the LSER 
region and ask for an update on service position holders. She confirmed from a GDPR 
perspective she had to input a password to access the various email lists and documents on 
the Google drive. Bruno reflected that we are although he is on the NSC, he is also the GSR 
for Chiswick so his suggestion regarding email addresses was from the bottom of the 
organisation and not the top. He believes a key element of recovery is good communication 
so having no adequate channels of communication as we have currently is a problem. So, 
setting up the email addresses and offering them to the wider fellowship may be a way 
forward, they don’t need to use them but it’s helpful to have the system there? With service 
position holders changing every 6 months, it’s hard to keep track of the changes. Meetings 
will benefit from being in communication with the NSC and or their region. When we have 
physical meetings, we could write a letter to the venue, currently we can’t even do that. 
Annie believes it is important that we communicate with GSR’s. Tony told the group that 
when organising the Ken and Mary workshop he rang every member on the list and updated 
contacts, where he could. Annie can we assume the GSR’s want to receive this information? 
Annie asked who she would tell if a group member asked for their contact details to be 
removed. Dipak said he would need to be informed to update the master list.  
 
 
 
 
 
7. Treasury Issues  
 

CoDA UK – Treasurer Report – 8th August 2020 
 
The balance of the NSC Lloyd’s account is £10,841.95 and the balance of the LSER co-op account is 
£8,687.83. The combined balance of both accounts is £19,529.78. 
 

A) CoDA UK - NSC Treasurer Report 
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Credits into the CoDA UK NSC Lloyd’s Treasurer account since the last NSC meeting total £457.45 
and debits total £143.88 
 
The balance of the NSC Treasurer account is £7,521.47. The balance of the CoDA UK Lloyds Business 
Bank Instant Account is £3,006.54. The balance of both NSC Lloyd’s accounts total £10,528.01. 
 
 

CoDA UK NSC LLOYD'S TREASURER ACCOUNT 

     

NSC Lloyd's Total    £10,841.95 

     

DATE DESCRIPTION Debit Credit BALANCE 

30 Apr 2020 Balance Carried Over    £7,521.47 

04 May 2020 BM Zoom Pro 1 Year £143.88  £7,377.59 

04 May 2020 Hatfield Loan Repayment  £55.45 £7,433.04 

18 May 2020 Sponsorship Workshop Donation  £5.00 £7,438.04 

20 May 2020 Sponsorship Workshop Donation  £15.00 £7,453.04 

21 May 2020 Sponsorship Workshop Donation  £10.00 £7,463.04 

01 Jun 2020 Sponsorship Workshop Donation  £5.00 £7,468.04 

01 Jun 2020 Sponsorship Workshop Donation  £5.00 £7,473.04 

15 Jun 2020 Donation - ???  £20.00 £7,493.04 

03 Jul 2020 Tradition 7 - Exeter  £150.00 £7,643.04 

16 Jul 2020 Meeting Closure - Street  £46.00 £7,689.04 

20 Jul 2020 Tradition 7 - ???  £33.00 £7,722.04 

22 Jul 2020 PLI - Chelsea  £38.00 £7,760.04 

27 Jul 2020 Tradition 7 - Coventry  £70.00 £7,830.04 

29 Jul 2020 Sponsorship Workshop Donation  £5.00 £7,835.04 

     

CoDA UK NSC LLOYD'S BUS BANK INSTANT 

     

DATE DESCRIPTION Debit Credit BALANCE 

09 Apr 2020 BALANCE CARRIED OVER   £3,006.54 

11 May 2020 Interest  £0.13 £3,006.67 

09 Jun 2020 Interest  £0.12 £3,006.79 

09 Jul 2020 Interest  £0.12 £3,006.91 
 
 
 
 
 

Credit and Debit Analysis 
 

Credit Total 

Intergroup Donations £273.00 

Loan Repayment £55.45 

Meeting Close Donation £46.00 

Sponsorship Workshop Donation £45.00 
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PLI Meeting Payments £38.00 

Credit total £457.45 

  

Debit Total 

BM Zoom Pro 1 Year £143.88 

  

  

  

  

  

Debit total £143.88 
 

• Intergroup donations were received from following meetings: Exeter, Coventry and two 
unknown sources. 

• The Hatfield meeting fully repaid their new meeting loan. 

• The Street meeting closed down and donated their remaining funds to the NSC. 

• A number of donations were made by individuals following Sponsorship Workshops. 

• One meeting made a payment towards PLI. 
 
 

Loan Book 
 

Meeting Loan Repaid Due 

Aberaeron £37.60  £37.60 

Consett £104.35  £104.35 
Glasgow Woodside 
Halls £37.60  £37.60 

Luton £227.40  £227.40 

Welwyn/Hatfield £199.75 £199.75 £0.00 

Wokingham £147.58  £147.58 

Grand Total £754.28 £199.75 £554.53 
 
No loans were extended to new meetings since the last NSC committee meeting. 
 
As discussed earlier, the Hatfield meeting fully repaid their loan. 
 
There are currently 5 loans outstanding, 5 of which have not yet repaid anything. 
 
The Consett, Luton and Wokingham meetings are currently not advertised on the website. 
 

B) NSC Commitments 
 
Due to lock down and the consequent virtual nature of the NSC committee meetings, some items of 
expenditure have been cancelled such as meeting venue rent and travel expenses. 
 
The main items of expenditure to date and remaining are: 
 
PLI Premium        £665.00 
Website WordPress Hosting      £204.00 
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NSC Travel Expenses       £204.72 
WSC 2019 Unpaid Expenses      £863.88 
K&M Workshop Unpaid Expenses     £276.97 
Zoom Pro Subscription       £143.88 
World Service Conference 2020   
Website development and hosting £1,020.00* 
Email hosting        £400.00* 
NSC Rent        £158.00 
NSC Travel Expenses       £135.00 
Sponsorship Workshops Rent         £60.00 
Sponsorship Workshops Travel Expenses      £13.00 
 
*a budget was allocated to the redevelopment of the CoDA UK website and it is not clear whether 
that budget is still needed. A budget is also allocated to setting up a codauk.org email system. 
 
More detailed information about planned expenditure can be found on the Commitments May 2020 
sheet attached to this report. 
 
 

C) NSC Account Signatories 
 
Ray - who is currently the second signatory of the NSC Lloyd’s Business bank account - has recently 
completed his service commitment on the NSC. 
 
This gives the NSC the opportunity to discuss 
 

1) what is the appropriate number of signatories for the NSC Lloyd’s Business bank account 
2) what is the required profile of signatories? 

a. Regional spread 
b. Membership of the NSC 
c. Membership of a NSC treasury sub-committee 

 
The treasurer is not in apposition to initiate the process of setting up new signatories until there is 
guidance from the committee’s higher power on who the new signatories are. 
 
 
This concludes the NSC Treasurer’s report. 
 
 
 
 
 

D) CoDA UK - LSER Treasurer Report – 2019 
 
Credits into the CoDA LSER Co-op account since 2nd May 2020 total £100.62 and there were no 
debits. The balance of the CoDA LSER Co-op account is £8,687.83. 
 

CoDA LSER - COOP 

     

DATE DESCRIPTION OUT IN BALANCE 
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26-Feb-20 Opening balance   £8,587.21 

30-Jun-20 Intergroup Regent’s Park  £75.00 £8,662.21 

06-Jul-20 Hatfield Tradition 7  £25.62 £8,687.83 

 
 
Credit and Debit Analysis 
 

Credit Total 

Intergroup Donations £100.62 

  

Credit total £100.62 
 
Now that there is a LSER Committee, the NSC treasurer suggests: 

1. completing the NSC – LSER account reconciliation 
2. transferring the responsibility for the LSER account back to the LSER 

 
This concludes the NSC treasurer’s report on behalf of the LSER. 
 
E) NSC UK Commitments 
 

 

F) NSC – LSER Accounts Reconciliation- 7th June 2020 
  
Prior to the current treasurer taking office in July 2019, the LSER treasurer had taken on the role of 
NSC treasurer as well but didn’t have access to the Lloyd’s NSC Treasurer accounts because the 
handover of signatory roles had not taken place. The then treasurer had no alternative but to make 
payments from the Co-Op LSER Treasurer account and receive payments into the same account.  
  

Upon the current treasurer taking office in July 2019, the change of Lloyd’s NSC Treasurer Account 
signatories took place and the treasurer gained online access to the account. The current treasurer 
didn’t get online access to the LSER account until January 2020.  
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The treasurer conducted a summary audit of transactions into both accounts over the period 
January 2018 – December 2020 and presented conclusions at the 2nd May 2020 NSC meeting.  
  

1- LSER Account  

  

Payments made from LSER Account  
  

  Obvious NSC payments made from the LSER account    £4,568.43  

  Sponsorship workshop rent          £   240.00 (LSER or NSC?)  

  CoDA Book Workshop           £     32.50 (LSER or NSC?)  

 LSER Meeting Rent and Travel Expenses       

  

£   102.99  

 Total                

  

Payments received into the LSER Account  

  

£4,943.92  

  Obvious NSC Payments received into the LSER Account    £1,939.00  

  Sponsorship Workshop Tradition 7        £   222.85 (LSER or NSC?)  

  Intergroup donations            £5,237.26 (LSER or NSC?)  

  LSER Meeting Tradition 7          

  

£     23.45  

 Total                £7,422.56  

  

It was unclear at the time how to allocate the intergroup donations and a summary investigation of 
historical Treasurer’s email exchanges indicates that some meetings that paid into the LSER account 
intended to pay into the NSC account and had been directed to pay into the LSER account due to the 
fact that the then treasurer didn’t have access to the NSC account.  
  

It was equally unclear whether sponsorship workshop related rent and donations should be paid into 
the LSER or into the NSC account. I would suggest that the NSC decides by group conscience whether 
Sponsorship Workshops are NSC funded or regionally funded. The later leaves open the question of 
what to do in the absence of a functioning LSER.   
  

2. NSC Account  

  

The only area of uncertainty in this case is with regards to Sponsorship Workshop travel expenses 
and donations.  
  

Travel expenses paid by the NSC amounted to £71.40  
Donations received by the NSC amounted to £294.20  

The treasurer suggests that since the sponsorship workshops are now funded by the NSC, all items 
of income and expenditure pertaining to the Sponsorship workshops are allocated to the NSC.  
  

3. Intergroup Donations e-mail review  

  

The treasurer has now conducted a review of all emails relevant to Tradition 7 donations on the 

treasurernsc_coda@yahoo.co.uk email account and has further allocated the donations 

between the NSC and the LSER.  
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The allocation is as follows:  
  

 Donations to NSC            £3,756.36  
 Donations to LSER            £1,471.90  
  

4. Overall reconciliation  

  

Assuming the NSC follows the treasurer’s suggestion to allocate all Sponsorship Workshops 

income and expenditure to the NSC, the only account that requires reconciliation is the 

LSER account.  
  

Payments made from LSER Account  
  

  Obvious NSC payments made from the LSER account    £4,568.43 (1)  

  NSC Sponsorship workshop rent        £   240.00 (2)  

  NSC CoDA Book Workshop          £     32.50 (3)  

 LSER Meeting Rent and Travel Expenses       

  

£   102.99  

 Total                

  

Payments received into the LSER Account  

  

£4,943.92  

  Obvious NSC Payments received into the LSER Account    £1,939.00 (4)  

  NSC Sponsorship Workshop Tradition 7       £   222.85 (5)  

  NSC Intergroup donations          £3,765.36 (6)  

  LSER Intergroup donations          £1,471.90  

  LSER Meeting Tradition 7          

  

£     23.45  

 Total                

  

  

£7,422.56  

Total NSC payments made (1+2+3)          
  

£4,840.93  

Total NSC payments received (4+5+6)          
  

£5,927.21  

Balance to be transferred from LSER to NSC     £1,086.28  
  

The treasurer suggests transferring £1,086.28 from the LSER account into the NSC account. 

The resulting balance of the LSER account will be £8,470.91 - £1086.28 = £7,384.63. The 

resulting balance into the NSC account will be £7,473.04 + £1,086.28 = £8,559.32.  
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Bruno requested that donations should not be made by individual members to either the NSC or 

LSER accounts because of the work load involved and that individual meetings should set up a PayPal 

account to consolidate their groups donations and then pay into either the NSC or the LSER from 

there. He also reported that with the cancellation of the World Service Convention that the costs be 
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removed from the commitments as well as removing the rent for various rooms while meetings are 

being conducted virtually. Following the receipt of an expense claim from January 2019 he 

requested that all claims are made within a month of the expenditure. Andy agreed that it was in 

contravention of Tradition 7 for members to make donations direct to the treasurer. He said the 

subject of the LSER account, expenditure and prudent reserve would be added to the agenda of the 

next LSER meeting and that they would take on the responsibility for the account once they have 

found a Treasurer. 

 

Pete reported that in February there will be the annual hosting cost for the website of £240 plus £15 

for the main hosting. He will also look at the costs/ feasibility for the hosting email idea and will post 

the options in the WhatsApp group so the committee can decide if it’s something they wish to 

pursue. 

 

Guy asked if we should give guidance to groups as to where they should donate, regional or 

national. Tony asked him to raise that point in AOB. Bruno felt groups should be autonomous to 

decide where they donate.  

 

2.Bruno proposed getting agreement on reconciling the NSC and LSER accounts by transferring the 

£1086.28 paid into the LSER (while the NSC account was unavailable) back to the NSC accounts. 

Gillian seconded the proposal. 

 

Against – 0  

Abstain – 0 

Voting in favour – 16 – Motion carried.  

 

Guy asked for the subject of additional signatories for the bank accounts to be discussed as this was 

the second meeting the subject had been raised and not resolved. It was added to AOB. 

 

8. Website. 

 

Pete website has gone live. Lots of content has been uploaded including the Ken and Mary 

recordings. We have had 11,300 visitors since launch and 6000 in the last month. The website is 

receiving feedback and is being continually updated. Kate F has come on board and Bryony is 

updating the meeting lists. The website committee needs more people to come forward and do 

service in a variety of roles, both creating and updating material. He suggested this as another area 

where hosted email boxes would be useful for those doing service. Tony said we should move 

forward with the hosted email. Dipak thanked Pete and Kate F for service and suggested sending out 

a message to fellows asking for people to do service. Pete agreed to write something. Dipak asked 

about guidelines round posting CoDA. Pete said they would need to be anonymised. Tony extended 

thanks to Pete and Kate F. Dipak asked if the recordings from the speaker series could be uploaded. 

Pete said they would need to use first names only and adhere to the guidelines for sharing. Bryony 

repeated the call for service. Kate F said the FAQ section had had a lot of detail added to alleviate 

questions to enquiries, she proposed putting a link into the WhatsApp group to get feedback on it.   

 

3.Tony proposed getting the website committee to build cloud hosted mail boxes for the NSC / LSER 

committee initially to de-personalise roles (phase 1) and then roll it out / offer it to groups (phase 2) 

once the system is set up. Guy seconded.  

 

Against – 0 
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Abstain – 3 

Voting in favour – 12 Motion carried. Shaf left the meeting. 

 

GDPR Guy thanks to Pete we have a website, there is a proposed privacy policy to put on the 

website which was circulated on the 21st May to committee members for approval. Some 12 step 

meetings make no reference to GDPR but some do and he wanted to understand what we think. He 

believes having a privacy policy would save some hassle if we ever had an issue.  Sanjay asked if we 

store emails from the website. Pete confirmed we don’t store anything currently, he confirmed that 

if we moved to cloud hosted mail boxes, management of that would be easier as it could be 

managed centrally. Sanjay said that if we go to a system where emails are stored, we need a system 

but until then we don’t. Bruno sought clarification of the difference between a fellowship and an 

organisation, in the spirit of Tradition 9, we are not a legal entity. If we are going to publish the 

privacy policy should it be called an anonymity policy? CoDA doesn’t collect addresses for anything. 

Tony said the fellowship has a GDPR officer and we are acting in good faith the Information 

Commissioners Office will not be looking at us? Dipak said we do collect addresses if people opt in to 

receive Comms, so we do have a duty and if there is a breach, we could get fined. Guy, we have had 

11,000 visits to the website, we could collect addresses but we don’t, so we should state that. 

Bryony said that we should be telling people, if they opt in, what their data will how their data will 

be used for and how they can have it removed to comply with GDPR. Currently the data is on her 

personal lap top it should be on central storage. We currently have 54 meetings for which we have 

no consent. A more formalised system would allow for better management.   

 

4.Guy proposed that the privacy policy be finalised following feedback from the WhatsApp group 

and Pete to post it on the website possibly under another name i.e. anonymity although other 

fellowships refer to theirs as a privacy policy. Alison seconded.  

 

Against – 0 

Abstain – 4  

Voting in Favour – 11 Motion carried.  

 

9.PI subcommittee update. 

 

Kate, Philip & Kate F are the PI team. They presented a range of posters and the outcome of the 

internet survey they conducted amongst fellows; the posters and survey results can be viewed here - 

http://bit.ly/CODA-Posters   https://bit.ly/PI-presentation-ideas 

 

Kate F developed the posters and the PI team came up with some questions they would like some 

guidance on from the meeting. Kate then outlined the questions which had been raised.  

• What is the budget? 

• How many designs? 

• How to we distribute 

1. Who to?  

2. Who is going to do the distribution work? 

• Is it going on line for people to download and print? 

• Can they be ordered off of the website and will this be chargeable? 

• Do we have a diversity and inclusion policy in CoDA which needs reflecting in the posters? 

• Do we have foot soldiers to put up the posters? 

• Will the posters be included as part of the new group pack as a free item or as a chargeable 

item? 

http://bit.ly/CODA-Posters
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Kate F set up an online survey to shortlist the posters as well as asking how long the respondents 

had been in recovery to see if that influenced the choices. Alison asked if the PI committee to put 

together a short report of the findings to go in the minutes and Kate agreed they would. 

Dipak asked where the posters would go, therapists, Dr’s surgeries, who would be the recipients? 

Kate said that would depend on budget, how would they be distributed, are they going out to 

existing meetings and / or in the new group pack. Tony replied therapy centres and counselling 

centres as well as venues where there are other fellowships as well as victim support / Women’s aid. 

Kate if we agree on the venues, how do we distribute, is it free or chargeable? Annie suggested 

notice boards in supermarkets and that it was service groups should be doing. Tony reminded the 

group that there are only 150 groups we are a small fellowship, and queried if this would come 

under Tradition 8, where we pay expenses to those doing the distribution?  Guy said the PI 

committee had made great progress, the Guildford Group analysed therapists / Dr’s in a 25-mile 

radius, they bought 100 leaflets for therapists and they used a member’s contact centre to do the 

mail shots followed up with phone calls, it was a huge job. Kate confirmed there was a lot of things 

to consider and wondered if we could just focus on agreeing a budget today? Gillian queried if the 

literature printer would be used to produce them and maybe distribute the poster with leaflets for 

professionals and a letter which arrives all together? Bruno didn’t feel the committee could agree a 

budget because of the lack of information, we would need an idea on volumes and a decision on if 

they were downloaded or printed. Andy expressed the view as an ordinary member that he wanted 

assurance that these designs were appropriate in terms of conference endorsed literature and if we 

have the autonomy to do this, personally he felt uncomfortable with all of them in terms of spiritual 

principles. Tony said as the World Service Rep he could bring it up at World Service and seek an 

opinion. Bryony asked if there were any costs with creating 1-2 pdfs to go on the website, which she 

could include in the new ‘start a meeting’ content which she is developing. She also asked if there 

would be a space on the poster for the individual group to put their meeting details or if all the 

posters were to be the same directing newcomers to the website? Kate F replied, that all the posters 

would be the same if they were to be printed and direct people to the website. Tony suggested as 

we had gone over time that we need to schedule a longer session specifically on PI, he asked if the PI 

committee were prepared to wait another 3 months?  Kate F replied that if we need to wait to get a 

poster endorsed by World Service then we would need to wait. Kate reminded everyone that Kate F 

had put together both the posters and the survey. Philip agreed that the designs should go to World 

Service. Tony proposed taking the posters to World Service and then establish how to move PI 

forward perhaps with a separate 2-hour meeting and bring all the findings back to the meeting in 

November. Gillian said keep it simple and that the poster ought to be small.  

 

10. Literature Secretary Update.  

 

Gillian reported that the payment system has moved from PayPal to a new one. The literature 

supplier has had to print a number of titles again following Covid-19 so everything is back in stock. 

Previously we have discussed starter packs for new meetings and wondered what had been decided 

about that? She then raised the subject of Kindle in meetings when groups go back to F2F, CoRe are 

dealing with Amazon which owns Kindle around Tradition 6. CoRe in the US are keen to move to 

digital and Canada have produced a new thing called the 12 CoDA service concepts as digital and 

also printed. The 12-piece Relationship Toolkit has been very successful and is even being used as 

the basis for Zoom workshops , she told the meeting that in the US there is a CD for this which again 

has been brought up at previous meetings  and she wondered if we should be offering that to 

groups in the UK, can the GSR’s present take that idea back to their groups and see if it is something 

they want? On posters, do we want the printers to post them out and the size of the poster needs 
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considering because size matters, not much space in Dr surgery’s and distribution should be 

managed at local level. As the CSC UK VE delegate(CoDA service Conference – CSC and Voting entity 

VE) for 2019 she didn’t get the proposal through to adopt the long version of the serenity prayer 

because of time constraints and urgent last minute motions for which they apologised, this is a 

voting entity issue and if we are allotted a committee they will hopefully adopt it and help nurse it 

through, if that fails then the motion will have to be put through early next year for Ottawa. Next 

year they are promoting Recovery Through Service at CSC and Gillian encouraged every group to 

have a copy of the booklet ‘Carrying the message’ many of which she gave out for free on returning 

from CSC last autumn to GSR’s and again at the AGM in London before the lockdown and Covid-19. 

The other one to mention is Building Healthy Meeting Matters. Bryony has been sending any queries 

on literature direct to Gillian. Our long version of the Serenity Prayer received very favourable 

support and feedback from coda.org and some members of the CoDA Board. Experience with 

Crosstalk CoDA booklet is also useful and the 30 questions as easy as 1-2-3 which has formed several 

workshops and one to ones and helped a lot of people. A vote was requested because they are 

changing the preamble following a motion from Arizona from ‘men and women’ to ‘people’, where 

it says on Tradition 11 ‘press, radio and films’ to change to ‘all public forms of media’ all of which 

was discussed at Intergroup North the other week. Also, the fellowship service manual can be 

downloaded free of charge, which is really important but there will be some changes hopefully 

taking place there. The 30 second rule which Gillian brought back from CSC Atlanta last year which 

we adopted; they would like it accepted to be used always at conference. She has sent a report for 

World Service for 2020 as Senior Delegate because a CoDA UK VE delegate is. 2 year position and the 

person following you comes in as a supporting or ‘Junior’ VE delegate and it rolls over, so there is 

someone with experience previously, she will be outgoing this year and then next year Tony will be 

senior , she has sent her report as voting entity but there was a point overlooked in February 

regarding voting Gillian in for a second year  

 

Dipak asked about the Kindle version which had come up in his home group, does it make any 

difference if they purchase it from CoRe or CoDA UK. Gillian replied that the literature printer is 

talking to them, Kindle is owned by Amazon and Amazon is massive and with the Blue book its more 

expensive if you buy it from Amazon but she doesn’t know what they do on Kindle , what the 

charges are , you can’t fight these people and if CORE are in league with them what can we do ? The 

literature printer has a copyright and they are trying to change CoDA Inc to CoDA corporation, CoRe 

makes its own rules, he is taking it up with them but we can use it at the moment? 

 

Gillian then asked the committee’s view on the proposed changes to the preamble and Traditions? 

  

5.Gillian proposed changing the preamble from ‘men and women’ to people. Tony seconded.  

 

Against – 2 

Abstain – 0 

Voting in favour – 14 Motion carried. 

 

Gillian proposed changing Tradition 11 from ‘press, radio and film’ to ‘all forms of public media. 

Tony seconded. 

 

Against – 0 

Abstain – 1 

Voting in favour – 15. 
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Gillian then wanted a vote on the 30 second rule to make it a permanent feature in conference and 

for the World Service Manual to be updated.  

 

Kate  then asked if the preamble change could be brought to her home meeting or should she wait 

for the minutes to be issued because it has come up in her meeting already ?Tony  replied she was 

welcome to tell them that we had voted for it and that it was going to World Service. Kate reiterated 

that it wasn’t changing yet? Bruno queried that people are men and women? Gillian commented 

that the move to ‘people’ was in response to respect for trans people and other diversity issues. 

There was then a conversation about the 30 second rule which took about 10 minutes and no 

conclusion was reached, proposal made or vote taken, Tony proposed moving the subject of the 30 

second rule to another meeting or AOB because we were over time, Andy supported the chair on 

this matter. 

 

11. Sponsorship Workshop  

 

CoDA held their first online Sponsorship Workshop on Saturday May 16th 2020. 
This was an online workshop as a result of the Coronavirus pandemic. 
The workshop was well attended with 50+ people joining us on the day.(100 had registered 
beforehand). 
It went very well and there was good support from people hosting (Dipak and Frank) and people 
volunteering to do chairs.  
Karen and Hilary read the script. 
We had 4 breakout rooms in this workshop run by Karen, Gillian, Hilary and Frank which took quite a 
bit of planning. There were some hiccups with this which we are looking to address in future 
workshops. 
 
Three new WhatsApp groups were formed in response to the sponsorship workshop. 
CoDA Outreach now has 160+ members and has been very successful. Guidelines are posted 
regularly and are available for all users. 
CoDA Step Support has also been very successful with 120+ members so far. Again, guidelines are 
posted on it regularly. 
CoDA Sponsor Support Group has recently been formed and this group’s intention is for new 
sponsors to get help and support from more experienced sponsors. We will be reviewing this group 
in light of people’s experiences. 
 
We have also formed a Sponsorship Committee to coordinate and support the Sponsorship 
Workshops and Outreach groups. We have had regular zoom Sponsorship Committee meetings in 
preparation for the second workshop on August 15th and for future workshops. This has been well 
supported and currently has 7 representatives. 
For the second Workshop on August 15th it was decided that there would be no registration, as 
compiling mailing lists and sending out emails proved difficult before the May workshop.  
People were asked just to log in on the day. First come first served. 
There has been great support from the Sponsorship Committee and across the country, the LSER and 
NSC. The script was revised and edited and timings were altered to include more time for 
chairs/shares. 
Karen, Frank and I would like to request a new webmail for Sponsorship Communications as the one 
we use now, ‘Outitgoes’ is difficult to navigate and use. It would be helpful to use the same one as 
CoDA Comms uses. Google? Hilary also wanted it minuting that:  
 
1. Frank is helping the Sponsorship Workshop on a temporary basis until we have people to do those 
service positions on the Sponsorship Committee. 
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2. Any feedback or suggestions on the 3 newly created WhatsApp groups would be welcome. 
 

12. Safeguarding statement  

 

Bryony confirmed that the query regarding the statement from a group in the Northern region had 

been resolved, so no further action required.  

 

13. CoDA National Help Line 

 

Tony said this was an idea put forward by Northern Region and would unify the fellowship, he 

invited comments. Pete asked if we have someone to take on the service role of conducting the 

feasibility study for this, would we use outside workers? Or are we planning on putting the request 

out to the wider fellowship for service on this? Tony said he would be happy to do the feasibility 

study as he has experience of another fellowship and he could look at piggy backing on their 

offering, there would need to be a lot of thought around safeguarding and would probably be about 

6 months’ work. Emma is involved in another fellowship with a helpline, they use 0800 numbers 

which get transferred to local numbers, they are also looking at putting a dial up on the website and 

she said she would be happy to supply the information she has to Tony. 

 

6.Alison proposed that Tony does a feasibility study on the National Help Line with a 6-month 

deadline. Pete seconded.  

 

Against – 1 

Abstain – 1 

Voting in Favour – 10 Motion carried.  

    

14.World Service Conference Update 

 

Tony was voted in as a delegate for Ottawa, which has been cancelled but is happening on Zoom. 

There is a list of things which need discussing, he asked if there was anything anyone present 

wanted adding to the list.  

 

Dipak raised the subject of sponsorship increasing the availability for the UK fellowship by getting 

sponsors elsewhere. On the subject of Communications have they got any guidance on managing 

communication lists / region lists etc. Kate said the subject was raised at her meeting of people 

identifying as non-binary and are we right having ‘women’s’ meetings and ‘men’s’ meetings, her 

home meeting is a women’s one and they had had contact from a non-binary person wanting to join 

the meeting who found the description offensive. Could that we raised at World Service? Tony said 

he would raise it. Bryony thought there was guidance in the World Service Manual. Kate said their 

secretary had looked but couldn’t find anything but would look again. Gillian said the sponsorship 

committee had formed a WhatsApp group to link sponsors and sponsees and that there is a website 

in the US to provide sponsors which any group or individual can contact seeking sponsors. 

 

15.Chairmans Letter.  

 

Guy reminded the committee that at the end of June a draft of the letter was sent to the NSC for 

approval , he felt it was a good way of communicating what the NSC does and it asked for feedback 

in terms of what the fellowship would like to go on the agenda going forward. He is in favour of the 

communication going out, but would like feedback from the NSC. Tony said he had been asked a 
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number of times what the NSC do and what Trad 7 is spent on, he felt a 1/4ly publication with a 

general update to supplement the minutes from this meeting was appropriate? Bruno thinks letting 

people know what we are doing is good, but we publish the minutes of the NSC meetings which 

explains that and if people want to know more, they can come to the meetings. Annie wondered if 

we could provide a summary of the action points to be circulated to the GSR’s straight after the 

meeting rather than wait for the full minutes? Due to running out of time Tony asked for a proposal 

or not ,  Gillian replied by  asking for her CSC Report as Senior UK VE Delegate 2020 written recently 

for United Kingdom representation at conference be published on our codauk.org Website which 

will inform people what is going on in and around CoDA and what we are doing and what we are 

doing world-wide,  perhaps this should be done regularly and put on a website. Tony reiterated that 

the primary purpose of this proposed communication was regarding what we do with Tradition 7 

donations. Bryony said the NSC page on the new website are underutilised at present and there is 

plenty of scope to add information there. She made a further appeal for service to update the 

website or create material and ensure all posts are joined up across the website.  

 

Gillian proposed that in the short term we put her report on the website which may encourage 

people to come forward to do service and publicise World Service more? Bryony seconded. 

 

Gillian also said she needed to be voted in as senior delegate for World Service which should have 

been done in February at the AGM. Tony said that was a World Service issue and not connected to 

the current agenda item. Gillian said it had been skipped over.  

 

Sanjay said he hadn’t seen the document Gillian had done, so couldn’t vote on it and he didn’t know 

what it was? Gillian said the 9 people on the NSC had seen it and it had been sent to World Service 

some time ago. Pete said Gillian’s report was really a news item so didn’t really need a vote and as 

the website committee they could just reply to the sender with feedback and if someone has an 

issue with it after publication then that can be dealt with when that happens, he said they would 

take that forward as an action.  

 

Tony raised the point of putting people forward for World Service and he was under the impression 

he had been put forward for that role by Philip and was voted in in February. Bruno agreed that was 

correct. Gillian then said that each delegate was given 2 years’ service, which is what is done and 

Tony will be expected to do 2 years’ service, she thought it had been done but it was such a 

shambles at the end and so rushed and she had been preoccupied with Tony was correctly voted in 

as VE (Voting Entity) in the correct manner and hadn’t thought of herself and this should have been 

done at the AGM in February. Bruno asked if a voting entity is an individual, several individuals or 

the NSC, if it’s the NSC then we don’t need to vote on it. Gillian replied that the voting entity is the 

NSC or for example the Northern region could have their own voting entity, but usually the person 

has a 2-year run and what happens is in the second year a Junior VE Delegate is voted in and the 

Senior Delegate helps ease them into the position ready for taking the Senior role the following year. 

Bruno confirmed that on that basis, Gillian had been voted in last year for 2 years. Gillian said that 

she had thought that was the case but they seem to need to dot the I’s and cross the t’s. Bruno said 

he would send World Service copy of the questions for Tradition 9 concerning the differences 

between a fellowship and an organisation and he feels they are more like busybodies in an 

organisation. Gillian agreed with Bruno but it had mistakenly been overlooked about ratification of 

her 2 year tenure-ship as Senior UK VE Delegate at the February AGM.   Tony proposed a 30 second 

time out.  
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Tony reiterated his understanding that he had been voted on by the committee as World Service 

Representative, he asked if anyone else had a different understanding. Andy said it was his 

understanding that service positions were for 2 years. His understanding was that Gillian had been 

voted in for 2 years and that the 2 positions run in parallel. However, it seems in this case that World 

Service needs this ratifying again at the year point, which personally he doesn’t feel should be 

necessary. Pete said his understanding was it was a 2-year position but that World Service want that 

confirmed on a yearly basis which is a bureaucracy element and as the WSC is another committee 

there is an element of powerlessness around engagement with ‘the body’.  

 

7.Tony said that we probably needed a vote to ratify Gillian’s role as senior delegate*.  

 

Against – 0  

Abstain – 7 

Voting in favour – 7 Ratified* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bryony asked that ratification is needed again next year for Tony, can this be added to the 

agenda for the AGM to avoid the confusion? Tony said that now we understood this was the case, 

we probably wouldn’t need to?  

Contents of an email sent by the Secretary on Sunday 23rd August 2020 to attendees of this meeting. 
 
There have been some concerns raised by members of the fellowship as to how this NSC vote was 
conducted at the 8th August 2020 meeting and as trusted servants we need to answer those questions in 
relation to Tradition 1 and 2 of Co-dependents Anonymous.  
 
 A few members have asked if it is right for the fellowship to elect trusted servants without all the 
information to hand, communicated well in advance and as an agenda item, enabling all members to 
discuss possible delegates in an informed, healthy manner.  
  
Tony (NSC Chairman) was voted in at the AGM in February as the delegate and voting entity to 
represent CoDA UK in Ottawa for the 2020 WSC, this was done 6 months in advance to ensure all the 
issues from 2019 were avoided.   

  
At that time the delegate from 2019 had not mentioned that delegates can be in place for 2 years or the 
fact that a standing chair of any other committee cannot be a voting entity, making Tony ineligible for 
the role he was voted in to do? Both these matters had been discussed and agreed at the 2019 WSC and 
had been published in the Fellowship Manual since 21st October 2019 but had not been communicated 
to the NSC either verbally or in a report.   
  
The subject of the 2-year tenure for delegates was first mentioned during the Chairman’s Letter agenda 
item at the 8/8/20 meeting. Tony’s ineligibility as a delegate only came to light on the 20th August 2020 
when the Secretary was advised this was the case while trying to address the concerns raised and was 
forwarded copies of the pages from the Fellowship Manual by the 2019 delegate. 
(Details can be found in the CoDA Fellowship manual. Part 3. Pages 12 & 13. Last revised 10/21/19) 
  
In terms of process, the Secretary had not received feedback from 50% of the attendees at the meeting 
and did not feel the minutes could be passed in their present format given the concerns raised around 
this critical vote.  
  
The Secretary and latterly the Chairman has spent a significant amount of time trying to resolve this 
situation, in summary the UK will attend the 2020 WSC meeting with observers for this year only and 
tidy up the situation over the coming NSC meetings.   
  
The Secretary did not conduct an online discussion on this subject but wanted the wider fellowship to be 
aware of the situation and the intension to table this subject at the next face to face / zoom NSC 
meeting, in the meantime the minutes will remain draft only. 
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16. Public Liability insurance  

 

Alison now meetings are going back to F2F we currently only have 5 groups who have paid for PLI, 

she asked if she could put something on the website reminding groups who are going back F2F that 

they need to reinstate their insurance cover. Bryony asked if it would be helpful if we added the 

statement to the new meeting registration form / how to update your meeting page? Gillian asked if 

retreats were covered? Alison replied that as usual retreats were covered as long as the organisers 

filled out the risk assessment which had been circulated to all the people doing retreats in previous 

years. Bryony asked if Zoom meeting needed PLI. Tony replied its not necessary. Andy asked if the 

NSC were insisting meetings had PLI? Bruno replied that many venues require the groups to have 

PLI. Alison concurred that many groups don’t realise they need it and assume its covered by the 

venue when in fact if there was a claim the person signing the lease would then be liable. Groups 

haven’t read the small print on their lease. Andy said he understood but the meeting he belonged to 

couldn’t afford it and chooses to take the risk. Alison asked if the group knew the insurance cover 

was only £38 a year.  

 

17. Activities for 2020/21 

 

Tony presumed there are very few. Pete said he was not sure about the NODDFA retreat going 

ahead in January, to be confirmed latest in November. Gillian suggested doing a virtual one instead? 

Guy wonders how we organise things If we don’t know what activities groups want, how do we 

know what the membership wants, hence the questions at the back of the proposed chairman’s 

letter? Tony replied that it is the Northern Region and the LSER which should provide that info from 

their local groups and feedback via the representatives. Guy queried if that would be based on just 

listening or fertilised conversations? Due to time constraints we had to move on. 

18.AOB 

 

Tony prioritised signatories for bank accounts, as a temporary measure until we have someone with 

a financial background to take the role formally if we add committee members in that role? Annie 

thought it might he good to include an LSER person. Bruno said there are separate accounts for NSC 

and LSER and that LSER needs a treasurer. Gillian said this has been raised too many times and not 

resolved and needs to be a minimum of 4 signatories and is happy to do service. Bryony said that 

the northern region wanted one of their members as a signatory. Andy wanted it confirmed that the 

signatories included someone from the Northern Region and the LSER. Tony replied that had been 

agreed previously and the reason why it hadn’t been sorted before was because we were waiting for 

people with financial acumen but in fact  the only requirement was that the individual is completely 

solvent with no debt anywhere? 

 

Bryony expressed concern that if we don’t get people from the various categories that this issue will 

not get resolved again? Bruno replied there are 2 types of signatories, you need 2 to sign a cheque 

and 2 on the mandate to change signatories but for day to day banking no one else needs to 

authorise activity and he feels if that changed, things would become too complicated?   

 

Tony asked for names – Guy and Gillian put themselves forward, Andy questioned the definition of 

solvency Tony confirmed mortgages were ok, as long as it wasn’t toxic debt. Andy then put himself 

forward.  
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8.Tony proposed introducing other members of the NSC /LSER / Northern Region to support Bruno 

as signatories . Bryony seconded. 

 

Against – 0  

Abstain - 4 

Voting in favour – 12 Motion carried  

 

Bruno confirmed he would start the process of getting Guy, Andy and Gillian on the account. 

 

Tony asked if Bryony could give a meeting update. Bryony we have 104 meetings listed on the 

website with new meetings in Aberdeen and Lisnaskea in Northern Ireland and she hopes to have 

those meeting details through soon.  

29 meetings are currently closed with no online presence we are aware of. 61 meetings are closed 

but meeting online.  

4 are going back to F2F this week with 10 new online only meetings.  

Two of the meetings going back to F2F are continuing with a parallel online meeting, so we will 

probably end up with a few more online only meetings as a result. 

There are 9 meetings with no phone contact which causes problems when newcomers need 

passwords for Zoom.  

5 meetings we are not sure whether they are running or not, they made contact after the old 

website crashed but have not responded to requests for information since.  

There are 50 meetings where we have no GDPR consent to list the contacts and she asked if, at 

Group Conscience, groups could ensure their group contact details have been updated on the 

meeting list on the website. Groups can email meetings@codauk.org to check their status and 

contact will be made in due course to follow this up.  

Andy asked in the absence of actual process for UK CoDA approval of events can we state that the 

event complies with CoDA UK approval requirements? Tony agrees we need to discuss this? Pete 

raised the subject of the speaker events?  

 

Tony confirmed he didn’t understand what was going on Andy said he thought he was answered in a 

previous meeting that if the organisers agreed it conformed to all the requirements on the website 

then it would be CoDA approved? Tony said if it’s a CoDA workshop and they are using CoDA 

literature then it’s a CoDA meeting? Gillian said Dipak could help with this and Frank had been doing 

some work on it , it said something about CoDA Unity which she was confused about , she didn’t 

know it was happening but it was very good , she had to tell them you can’t use the CoDA logo with 

‘to thine own self be true” as it is owned by CoDA Inc. We did it with the Ken and Mary because we 

didn’t know, now we do know we can’t do it?  

 

Dipak asked if info about the speaker series could be emailed to the wider fellowship? We haven’t 

got any guidelines regarding the use of literature, logos etc. What would be necessary so the 

material could be emailed out and not infringe any guidelines? Gillian replied as long as there are 

the 4 foundation documents which are Preamble, Welcome, 12 Steps and 12 Traditions, it is taken as 

a CoDA meeting.  

Andy said there were 5 bullet points on the CoDA UK website which outline the criteria. Gillian 

raised again the Unity Fellowship description. Alison asked for clarification for the minutes as to 

what Tony had asked the LSER to find out, I still don’t know !@ xx 

 

mailto:meetings@codauk.org
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Tony summarised by saying how great it was to see so many people attending the NSC meeting after 

the issues over the previous years and praised  the progress made on the website, PI and all the 

other initiatives.  

 

The next meeting will be Saturday November 7th, Bryony asked if she could put up the dates on the 

website not only for the next meeting but also the subsequent ones. Philip proposed more regular 

3-hour meetings due to the number of things on the agenda. Tony replied due to the pandemic, it is 

difficult to plan things too clearly.  

 

Meeting was closed with the Serenity Prayer.  

 

The agenda for the next meeting will go out on Saturday 31st October so can all committee 

members, reps from region and GSR’s supply their agenda points in advance of that date xx 

 

 

Proposals agreed at the meeting  

 

1.Tony proposed signing off the revised minutes from the 2/5/20. Alison seconded.  
 
Against – 0 
Abstain – 1 
For -15 
 

2.Bruno proposed getting agreement on reconciling the NSC and LSER accounts by transferring the 

£1086.28 paid into the LSER (while the NSC account was unavailable) back to the NSC accounts. 

Gillian seconded the proposal. 

 

Against – 0  

Abstain – 0 

Voting in favour – 16 – Motion carried.  

 

3.Tony proposed getting the website committee to build cloud hosted mail boxes for the NSC / LSER 

committee initially to de-personalise roles (phase 1) and then roll it out / offer it to groups (phase 2) 

once the system is set up. Guy seconded.  

Against – 0 

Abstain – 3 

Voting in favour – 12 Motion carried. Shaf left the meeting. 

 

4.Guy proposed that the privacy policy be finalised following feedback from the WhatsApp group 

and Pete to post it on the website possibly under another name although other fellowships refer to 

theirs as a privacy policy. Alison seconded.  

 

Against – 0 

Abstain – 4  

Voting in Favour – 11 Motion carried.  

 

5.Gillian proposed changing the preamble from ‘men and women’ to people. Tony seconded.  

 

Against – 2 
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Abstain – 0 

Voting in favour – 14 Motion carried. 

 

Gillian proposed changing Tradition 11 from ‘press, radio and film’ to ‘all forms of public media. 

Tony seconded. 

 

Against – 0 

Abstain – 1 

Voting in favour – 15. 

 

6.Alison proposed that Tony does a feasibility study on the National Help Line with a 6-month 

deadline. Pete seconded.  

 

Against – 1 

Abstain – 1 

Voting in Favour – 10 Motion carried.  

 

7.Tony said that we probably needed a vote to ratify Gillian’s role as senior delegate.  

 

Against – 0  

Abstain – 7 

Voting in favour – 7 Ratified. 

 

8.Tony proposed introducing other members of the NSC /LSER / Northern Region to support Bruno 

as signatories. Bryony seconded. 

 

Against – 0  

Abstain - 4 

Voting in favour – 12 Motion carried  

Other action points from the meeting 

 

• Dipak asked for additional speakers for the speaker series, first vacancy 29th August at 7pm 

• Kate, Kate F, Philip, Can the PI committee put together a short report on the findings from 

the poster survey to add to the minutes?  

• Alison to write a statement on PLI for Bryony to add to the new meeting page on the 

website 

• Kate F agreed to put a link to the FAQ section on the website into the WhatsApp group so 

NSC members can give feedback on the material posted there.  

• Pete to publish Gillian’s WSC report on the website. 

• Service required to provide material for the website, either new material, proof read 

submissions or update the site? Pete agreed to write something which can be posted on the 

website to advertise the service required to the wider fellowship.   


